Background and objectives: Regional cerebral atrophy occurs in carriers of the Huntington's disease (HD) gene mutation before clinical diagnosis is possible. The current inability to reliably measure progression of pathology in this preclinical phase impedes development of therapies to delay clinical onset. We hypothesised that longitudinal statistical imaging would detect progression of structural pathology in preclinical carriers of the HD gene mutation, in the absence of measurable clinical change. Methods: Thirty subjects (17 preclinical mutation positive, 13 mutation negative) underwent serial clinical and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assessments over an interval of 2 years. Statistically significant changes in regional grey and white matter volume on MRI were analysed using tensor based morphometry (TBM). This technique derives a voxel-wise estimation of regional tissue volume change from the deformation field required to warp a subject's early to late T1 images. Results: Over 2 years, there was progressive regional grey matter atrophy in mutation-positive relative to negative subjects, without significant clinical progression of disease. Significant grey matter volume loss was limited to bilateral putamen and globus pallidus externa (GPe), left caudate nucleus, and left ventral midbrain in the region of the substantia nigra. Conclusions: While these results are consistent with previous cross sectional pathologic and morphometric studies, significant progression of atrophy in HD before the onset of significant clinical decline is now demonstrable with longitudinal statistical imaging. Such measures could be used to assess the efficacy of potential disease modifying drugs in slowing the progression of pathology before confirmed clinical onset of HD.
Background and objectives: Regional cerebral atrophy occurs in carriers of the Huntington's disease (HD) gene mutation before clinical diagnosis is possible. The current inability to reliably measure progression of pathology in this preclinical phase impedes development of therapies to delay clinical onset. We hypothesised that longitudinal statistical imaging would detect progression of structural pathology in preclinical carriers of the HD gene mutation, in the absence of measurable clinical change. Methods: Thirty subjects (17 preclinical mutation positive, 13 mutation negative) underwent serial clinical and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assessments over an interval of 2 years. Statistically significant changes in regional grey and white matter volume on MRI were analysed using tensor based morphometry (TBM). This technique derives a voxel-wise estimation of regional tissue volume change from the deformation field required to warp a subject's early to late T1 images. Results: Over 2 years, there was progressive regional grey matter atrophy in mutation-positive relative to negative subjects, without significant clinical progression of disease. Significant grey matter volume loss was limited to bilateral putamen and globus pallidus externa (GPe), left caudate nucleus, and left ventral midbrain in the region of the substantia nigra. Conclusions: While these results are consistent with previous cross sectional pathologic and morphometric studies, significant progression of atrophy in HD before the onset of significant clinical decline is now demonstrable with longitudinal statistical imaging. Such measures could be used to assess the efficacy of potential disease modifying drugs in slowing the progression of pathology before confirmed clinical onset of HD. N eurodegenerative diseases are characterised by gradual progression of neuropathology. 1 While clinical signs may also accumulate over time, it is only when these exceed the limits of normal variation that clinical diagnosis is possible. In Huntington's disease (HD) clinical diagnosis is usually delayed until middle age. 2 In contrast, identification of the relevant CAG triplet repeat expansion within the huntingtin gene allows definitive genetic diagnosis of HD in utero, although predictive genetic testing is usually delayed until the age of consent. [3] [4] [5] The availability of genetic testing has afforded an opportunity to study the natural history of HD prior to clinical diagnosis. Conceivably, the delay in clinical diagnosis may relate to the insensitivity of the clinical instruments employed in detecting subtle but real decline in function. Alternatively, perhaps there is true functional reserve in those brain structures affected by the HD pathologic process.
In support of the first possibility, several studies using careful clinical assessment or standardised clinical rating scales have identified statistically significant abnormalities in cohorts of mutation-positive subjects who individually would not meet established clinical criteria for definite HD. 6 7 Similarly, repeated clinical measurements within such mutation-positive ''preclinical'' subjects over intervals of only 2 years demonstrate significant progression prior to clinical diagnosis. 8 Even in individuals, more refined motor or cognitive testing directed at postulated pathophysiology and regional cerebral dysfunction can bring forward clinical diagnosis. [9] [10] [11] However, it is difficult to explain characteristic pathologic changes found at post mortem in young mutationpositive individuals long before anticipated clinical onset. 12 13 Moreover, using statistical imaging techniques, significant regional cerebral atrophy in a mutation-positive preclinical cohort exceeds that which might explain subtle clinical changes.
14 These latter findings imply that there is a prolonged phase of subclinical pathologic progression that precedes any functional decline, and raise the possibility that an intervention effective in slowing pathologic progression might extend the period during which the mutation-positive individual lives without significant morbidity from HD.
Several potential neuroprotective agents have been suggested for evaluation in preclinical HD, including creatine, 15 minocycline, 16 and coenzyme Q10. 17 The ideal time for such an intervention might depend on what stage of HD pathophysiology the agent is postulated to interrupt, but if subclinical pathologic progression is indeed prolonged this is likely to be early in the life of the mutation-positive individual, prior to the development of neurological dysfunction.
The motivation for the current study was to identify significant structural progression in the absence of significant clinical progression in an adult mutation-positive preclinical cohort relative to mutation negatives over a 2 year interval. We chose to investigate progressive regional cerebral atrophy using statistical imaging as a marker of progression. We use the term ''statistical imaging'' to encompass the spectrum of computational neuroanatomic techniques in which voxel based statistics quantify regional changes in cerebral tissue volume, including voxel based morphometry (VBM) and tensor based morphometry (TBM). Previous work by our group and others has demonstrated that VBM is a sensitive indicator of preclinical structural pathology in both early and preclinical HD.
Pathologically, the striatum and its projection fibres are disproportionately affected by the disease. The caudate nucleus and the dorsal putamen are believed to be the earliest sites of pathology, as are the targets of striatal projection fibres such as the globus pallidus externa (GPe) and substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr). 12 19-24 Atrophy of these regions correlates well with clinical measures of disease severity, 19 and with loss of GABA containing medium spiny neurons. 25 Other work has highlighted prominent and widespread cortical and white matter loss. 12 22 26 27 Atrophy of the head of the caudate with ventricular dilatation has long been recognised as a cardinal sign of established HD on imaging. In preclinical disease, however, studies using manual morphometric techniques identify the putamen as having the earliest volume reduction. 28 29 There are relatively few longitudinal studies assessing progressive volume changes in basal ganglia measurements, and, until recently, these have only reported volume changes in the caudate nucleus. [30] [31] [32] It is unclear, however, whether manual morphometry yielded any additional information over thorough clinical assessment, and the rate of structural change did not correlate with that measured using clinical rating scales. Moreover, conventional morphometric techniques, which for practical reasons must be limited to a small number of structures, inevitably ignore the possibility that more widespread changes are present in preclinical disease. The validity of such manual demarcation is dependent on the skill of the observer and inter-observer reliability. In contrast, the results of statistical imaging techniques are unbiased and objective, and thus potentially reproducible by different operators. Using statistical imaging, regional prior hypotheses can be accommodated in a principled way by limiting the correction for multiple comparisons to voxels within a small volume of interest. Based on the weight of evidence presented above, our regional prior hypothesis of progressive grey matter atrophy was limited to basal ganglia structures. Importantly though, whole brain statistical imaging techniques also allow identification of significant atrophy in regions not predicted by prior hypothesis if such volume change survives whole brain correction.
METHODS

Subjects
The Western Sydney Area Health Service Institutional Ethics Committee approved the protocol. All subjects gave written informed consent. The subject and control groups were recruited from a population who had undergone predictive genetic testing through the New South Wales (Australia) genetics service. All predictive tests were preceded by a neurological assessment by a specialist neurologist (EM) who has extensive experience in the assessment of patients with HD, and who had concluded that there was no clinical evidence of the disorder. Full details of the group have been reported previously. 14 All subjects were followed up, and invited to undergo reassessment and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanning approximately 2 years after their first involvement. Of 34 subjects recruited initially (18 mutation positive, 16 mutation negative), 30 subjects were willing to be involved in a subsequent assessment. Three subjects (mutation negative) from the original cohort declined further evaluation, and one subject (mutation positive) was unable to be re-scanned because a new medical condition precluded this. Demographic characteristics of the cohort are given in table 1. There were no significant differences between mutation-positive and mutation-negative subjects with respect to age, gender, or the time interval between scans.
Clinical assessment
Each subject underwent a second formal motor and cognitive examination by a neurologist experienced in the clinical assessment of HD who remained blinded to genetic status (CK). A different rater had performed identical testing in the first phase of the study, but after the first phase analysis was no longer blinded to genetic status and thus could not be involved in follow up assessments. On each assessment, subjects were scored according to the motor component of the United Huntington's Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS), which quantifies chorea, bradykinesia, rigidity, motor impersistence, motor sequencing, ocular movements, and gait. Scores range from 0 to 128, with higher scores representing greater motor impairment. The scale has been validated, and when applied to mutation-positive subjects with established disease, it is internally consistent, has inter-observer reliability, and is useful for tracking disease progression. 33 Videotaped assessments were viewed by the other two study neurologists (EM, NM) in order to assess whether any subjects had progressed to the point where confident clinical diagnosis of HD was possible.
On each assessment, the cognitive component of the UHDRS (phonetic verbal fluency test, symbol digit modalities test, Stroop word, Stroop colour, and Stroop colour-word test) was also administered.
Each clinical score was analysed using a general linear model, in which age and years of formal education were included as nuisance covariates. Deviation from the null hypothesis of no effect of gene status on clinical progression was measured by comparing the late minus early difference in score between mutation-positive and negative subjects, with significance quantified as a paired t statistic.
Imaging
Early and late whole brain structural MRI was performed using the same high resolution 3D T1 weighted MP_RAGE sequence on the same 1.5 T scanner in all subjects with the following parameters: TR/TE (echo time): 9.7/4, flip angle 15˚, matrix 2566256, FOV (field of view) 250 mm. Slices (1 mm) were acquired in the coronal plane. Between early and late phases of the study there had been no significant upgrade or modification of the scanner. All stages of image preprocessing and statistical analysis were performed using freely available software (spm99, spm2b, The Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/ spm) on a Matlab 6.1 platform (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
TBM was used to compare, between gene status groups, changes over time in regional tissue volume. In this technique, a deformation field characterises the high dimensional warp required to approximate early to late T1 images within subject. The following procedure, illustrated in the supplementary material (available at http://jnnp.bmjjournals. com/supplemental/), was applied to the scans of each subject: 1. Early and late T1 images were first manually re-oriented to place the anterior commissure at the origin of the three-dimensional Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) coordinate system. A rigid registration of early to late images was performed, by maximising the mutual information of the joint intensity histogram of the images. 2. We sought a high dimensional deformation field (using the spm2b ''Deformation Toolbox'') that would warp the early T1 image to match the late T1 image within subject. 34 This approach is based on minimising the mean squared difference between the images. A regularisation term was also included in the objective function, which kept the deformations smooth, and enforced a one-toone mapping. The trade off between the mean squared difference between the images and the smoothness of the deformations was defined by a regularisation parameter, which we set to four. Eight iterations of the algorithm were considered sufficient to model the deformations that were likely to occur within subject over time.
All of the steps described above were performed using spm2b software; all steps to be described below were performed using spm99.
3. The result of the high dimensional registration (step 2) is a detailed deformation field that contains a mapping from each point in the late image, to the corresponding point in the early image, for each subject. The amount of regional expansion or contraction was extracted from this field, by taking the determinant of the gradient of the deformation at each point (Jacobian determinant). 35 The map of Jacobian determinants is in alignment with the late image, and encodes the number of mm 3 in the early image that match to 1 mm 3 in the late image. For example, if some structure uniformly contracted from 1500 mm 3 down to 1000 mm 3 , then the value of the Jacobian determinant map would contain a value of 1.5 in regions corresponding to that structure. The early T1 images were not used again in subsequent preprocessing and analysis. 4. The late image was segmented using spm99. 36 This produces maps of the probability of each voxel in the late image being grey matter (GM segment) and white matter (WM segment). Values are in the range of zero and one, where larger values indicate a higher tissue probability. The sum of voxel values in any region of the GM segment indicates the amount of grey matter in that region of the late image. 5. To compare regional volume change between groups it was necessary to spatially normalise images to a common stereotactic space to ensure that the same voxel in different subjects sampled an approximately corresponding neuroanatomic structure. Spatial normalisation parameters for each subject were estimated by warping the late GM segment (from step 4) to best match an unbiased grey matter template. Normalisation involved a 12 parameter affine transformation followed by a non-linear deformation consisting of a linear combination of (76867) low frequency periodic basis functions. A customised template was created by averaging smoothed (8 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel), normalised, late GM segments from all subjects, in this case registered to the published MNI T1 image. 6. The estimated spatial normalisation parameters (from step 5) were applied to the GM and WM segments (from step 4), and also to the Jacobian determinants (from step 3). Similar to the high dimensional warping step, the spatial normalisation step also results in regional volume changes. 7. A measure of tissue specific volume change was derived from the estimated high dimensional warp. For each subject, the normalised GM and WM segments (from step 6) are multiplied, voxel-by-voxel, by the Jacobian determinant map to form a product image. It is assumed that the early image warped to match the late image would produce the same segmentation result as that obtained by segmenting the late image. This step produces images that represent the amount of grey and white matter in each region of the early image, but in a form that is in alignment with the late image.
Clearly voxel values in the product image would exceed corresponding values in the late tissue segment where regional tissue contraction had occurred. Errors of segmentation by which extra-cerebral tissue was misclassified as grey matter (for example) were eliminated by multiplication with a subject specific binary inclusive mask identifying brain tissue. 8. Where normalisation contracts grey matter to approximate the template, local grey matter concentration will be underestimated (similarly expansion will cause overestimation). To preserve the original tissue volumes, the normalised tissue class and normalised product images were modulated by the Jacobian determinants from the spatial normalisation (note that these are not the determinants from the high dimensional warping of early to late image). These modulated images were then smoothed with a 12 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel to accommodate inexact spatial normalisation.
The general linear model was used for statistical inference. A design matrix was constructed in which four condition columns of ones and zeros identified data in rows from mutation-negative product images, mutation-negative tissue segments, mutation-positive products, and mutation-positive segments, respectively. Thirty, subject specific, dummy covariates modelled the variance attributable to repeated measures within subject. Age and sex nuisance covariates modelled potential confounding effects on regional cerebral atrophy. Inference was based on a [21, 1, 1, 21] contrast of parameter estimates for each voxel, using two tailed t statistics. In effect, we performed a paired t test to determine whether greater tissue contraction had occurred in the mutation-positive relative to mutation-negative subjects. Where a regional prior hypothesis existed, p values were corrected for multiple comparisons across regions of interest (table 2) , by using an appropriate small volume correction (SVC). Elsewhere, whole brain correction was used to determine significance. Separate grey and white matter analyses were performed.
RESULTS
A VBM analysis of the distribution of grey matter atrophy attributable to HD gene status on initial MRI has been published elsewhere.
14 An identical analysis of the second MRI on the slightly reduced number of subjects scanned in the second phase of the study revealed a qualitatively similar distribution of atrophy.
TBM identified significant grey matter volume loss over time in mutation positives relative to mutation negatives limited to the basal ganglia (table 2, figs 1 and 2) . On the left, this involved the medial putamen, lateral GPe, and lateral head of caudate including the striatal bridges extending across the anterior limb of the internal capsule. There was a separate area of significant grey matter atrophy at a location in the ventral midbrain consistent with the left substantia nigra. There was symmetric but slightly less significant putaminal and pallidal atrophy on the right, although right caudate and nigral atrophy did not reach significance. There was no significant effect of age or trinucleotide repeat length on the rate of atrophy. No significant interval change in regional white matter volume could be identified.
An analysis of clinical scores attributable to HD gene status at initial assessment has been published elsewhere.
14 An identical analysis of clinical scores on the 30 subjects remaining at follow up was qualitatively similar, revealing a trend towards higher UHDRS motor and lower cognitive scores in mutation-positive subjects. Verbal fluency and Stroop word scores were each significantly lower in mutation-positive subjects (verbal fluency p,0.048; Stroop word p,0.010).
In contrast, there was no significant decline in motor or cognitive function attributable to HD gene status in the interval between assessments. Indeed changes in scores on serial assessment did not even show a consistent trend toward clinical deterioration (fig 3) . No subject was felt to have progressed to the point of confirmed clinical diagnosis by all three raters on review of videotaped assessments, although one rater (EM) felt this was the case with one mutation-positive subject.
DISCUSSION
We have shown progressive regional grey matter atrophy on serial MRI in preclinical HD, despite a lack of clinically detectable onset or progression of disease in the same group. This is the first study to show longitudinal structural changes in the putamen, GPe, and ventral midbrain in preclinical subjects, over such a short time interval.
The progressive atrophy demonstrated in the putamen was medial and dorsal, extending laterally, consistent with the predictions of neuropathological studies by Vonsattel and others.
19 24 Hedreen and Folstein 37 showed loss of medium spiny neurons throughout the dorso-ventral extent of the caudate and putamen as an early pathological change in HD. Marked atrophy of GPe has long been noted in pathological studies of early and preclinical HD, and is believed to be, in part, secondary to loss of striatal projection fibres. 12 20 21 38 This contrasts with a relative preservation of the globus pallidus interna early in the disease, again a finding of our study. This distribution of progressive grey matter atrophy over 2 years is consistent with the conclusions of Aylward and coworkers from a cross sectional study, and a recent longitudinal manual morphometry study, of subjects approaching predicted clinical onset. 39 From these studies it is apparent that both the putamen and the caudate are predominant early sites of pathology, and that the rate of putaminal atrophy exceeds that of the caudate nucleus in subjects furthest from expected clinical onset. By choosing a preclinical cohort on the basis of greater repeat numbers and younger age of parental onset, and by rescanning subjects after a longer interval than was employed in our work, these investigators presumably selected subjects who had accumulated a greater burden of pathology than was present in our unselected mutation-positive preclinical cohort. Their findings confirm our results using an alternate method, but also highlight the greater sensitivity of TBM over manual morphometric techniques. Furthermore, our use of a longitudinal control group minimises the possibility that age related volume loss was the explanation for the basal ganglia atrophy.
The progressive left sided midbrain atrophy noted in our study would appear to be in the region of the substantia nigra. Substance P-containing projection fibres to the SNr from the striatum degenerate preferentially in HD. 21 Furthermore, the SNr influences initiation of saccadic eye movements, one of the earliest abnormalities in HD. 40 Although such converging lines of evidence support this localisation, anatomical precision in this region is limited by the effects of the Gaussian smoothing process, and the relative size of the SNr itself.
The suggestion of a possible left sided asymmetry in the distribution of atrophy is intriguing, and is consistent with our previous work 14 and that of Rosas et al 41 in a study of cortical ribbon thickness in HD. It has been postulated that increased lactate levels in the left striatum reflect increased input from the dominant hemisphere, and greater excitotoxic stress to these GABAergic neurons and their projections. 42 We did not see progressive cortical or white matter atrophy, despite our original findings of early cortical involvement.
14 Could it be that cortical volume loss in the mutation-positive subjects occurred very early in life and was complete before the first MRI? This seems unlikely given that significant and widespread cortical atrophy is a feature of end stage disease. 23 27 Perhaps atrophy of cortical and white matter structures progresses at a different rate from that of deep grey matter, 26 with change over a 2 year interval being negligible. Our earlier analysis revealing increasing periventricular white matter atrophy with age at the time of original MRI would have been more sensitive to such long term change.
14 Another plausible scenario is that there is indeed fairly rapid cortical and white matter atrophy, but that it is more widespread and more variable in location compared with the relatively concentrated striatal loss. If this were the case, such atrophy would be harder to detect with any volumetric approach. Such a view is supported by a recent Figure 3 Differences in score over time attributable to the HD genotype for the UHDRS motor and five cognitive tests controlled for the confounding effects of age and education. Contrasts of parameter estimates for mutation-positive minus mutation-negative conditions are plotted with 95% confidence intervals. Deterioration specific to mutation-positive subjects would result in an increasing motor score and decreasing cognitive scores.
cross sectional VBM study that demonstrated limited regional cortical atrophy in early HD despite marked striatal involvement. 18 Progression of disease could not be documented on clinical assessment in this study. This was despite significant, albeit minor, differences in selected motor and cognitive subscores at both initial and follow up assessments. The residual variance in clinical scores not attributable to HD gene status is large, and inevitably larger when different clinicians are responsible for the early and late assessments.
Although it is perhaps not surprising that clinical instruments effective in established HD are insensitive to pathologic progression in preclinical HD, it is indeed remarkable that statistical imaging characterises the distribution and extent of progression in this group with such clarity. We have shown progression of basal ganglia atrophy in HD with an objective, reproducible technique, over a time interval suitable for a trial of intervention, in a mutation-positive preclinical population most likely to receive benefit.
